Accurate road maps are fundamental to a wide range of applications, such as navigation, transportation and urban planning. With the rapid development of Globe Position System (GPS) and Remote Sensing (RS), abundant and continuously updated spatiotemporal data are available for road map building. However, using single data source inevitably results in limited performance on road information recognition, due to inherent defects in data, such as the noise, low sampling rate and uneven density distribution in trajectories, and occluded roads in RS-images. This paper aims to integrate GPS trajectories and RS-images to build road map, which is composed of intersections and links. First, both dynamic and static trajectory characteristics are utilized to capture road features indicated in trajectories, and meanwhile, road features implied in by RS-images are extracted via transfer-learning with an advanced deep neural network. Then, the two distinct types of road features are explored together to learn the potential area of road centerlines based on a variation of U-Net, which refines the U-Net to incorporate the structure characters of road. Finally, a multistep refinement is introduced to extract road centerlines through morphology processing, then derive intersections through connectivity analysis and detect links based on sliding-window. In addition, inspired by vector rasterization, a fast and automatic strategy is developed to create large-scale road dataset to significantly reduce labor and time. Compared with three state-of-the-art segment networks, the proposed network achieves the highest correctness and quality. The experimental results demonstrate that trajectory data and RS image complement each other, which assure the extracted road network possesses both integrity and connectivity.
Either remoting sensing image or crowdsourcing trajectory data has its own drawbacks. Simply using singe data source limits the performance of road recognition. We believed that trajectory data and remote sensing image can be combined to improve road continuity [9] and accuracy. Fig.1 indicates that these two data sources can enhance each other. A general review of previous studies on road extraction from RS images and trajectories is conducted as follows.
A. EXTRACTING ROAD FROM RS IMAGES BASED ON DCNN
Encouraged by the superior performance of state-of-the-art deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN) on many visual recognition tasks [10] , such as image recognition [11] , [12] , semantic segmentation [13] and object detection [14] , [15] . DCNN-based methods are also introduced into the field of road extraction to improve the performance, especially for remote sensing images [16] . Kestur et al. [17] proposed a fully convolutional network with U-shaped to extract road based on two parts, of which the first part is a stack of convolutions, followed by deconvolutions with skip connections. Zhang et al. [18] developed a network with few parameters by combining deep residual networks (ResNets) [12] and U-Net [19] , and the results exhibited good performance. A fully convolutional neural network, which uses U-Net family via ResNet34 and decoding modified from vanilla U-Net, is designed by Buslaev et al. [20] . Zhou et al. [21] built a network with LinkNet [22] architecture and dilated convolution layers in its center part, of which dilation convolution can enlarge the receptive field of feature points without reducing the resolution of the feature maps. Xu et al. [1] developed a segmentation model based on densely connected convolutional networks (DenseNet) considering local and global attention to extract road from remote sensing images, and the results demonstrated better harmonic mean accuracy than some machine learning methods. However, some problems still remain. First, occluded roads cannot be fully extracted. Second, the inherent geometric characteristics of roads, such as thin, long and continuous, were not well considered in the network designation.
B. EXTRACTING ROAD FROM TRAJECTORIES
Fortunately, with the widespread applications of GPS devices for public vehicles, a large amount of trajectory data that cover the whole urban area 24 hours a day are available for road extraction. This data resource contains information about road position and traffic restriction [23] . The existing road map construction methods based on GPS trajectory data can be classified into four categories: trace incrementing, clustering, intersection linking and rasterization [24] . Trace incrementing methods means that the initial GPS trajectory is first selected as initial road segment, and then new GPS trajectories are added and merged with the existing road graphs based on certain models, such as gravity model [25] and weighted Delaunay triangle model [26] . For low-frequency and noisy GPS trajectory data, using incremental methods will probably generate some wrong roads. Clustering based methods treat the trace data as a series of points, which are clustered in various ways, such as DBSCAN [27] and K-means [28] methods. Each cluster is assumed as an intersection or a road segment [29] . Clustering based methods are suitable for high quality GPS traces, but not robust to noises. Intersection linking methods detect intersections first and then generate centerlines, and connect both edges and vertices to construct a road map. The above three methods perform well when GPS trajectory is densely sampled, but they cannot be applied to taxi trajectory data. The last kind of method is rasterization, which is an image processing procedure. In rasterization method, GPS trajectory data are first converted into gray image and then some refinements are used to get the road centerlines [30] , [31] , such as mathematical morphology. The rasterization method can overcome the shortage of low sampling rate of GPS trajectory because this method avoids treating GPS traces individually but uses trajectory points instead. In this case, trajectory data can be merged with remote sensing image directly in the form of image. However, it is difficult to set a global threshold to extract road because the distribution of trajectory data is heterogeneous [8] .
C. EXTRACTING ROAD BY COMBINING RS IMAGES WITH TRAJECTORIES
The combination of remote sensing image and trajectory data for road extraction are limited in previous works. Yuan and Cheriyadat [32] filtered GPS traces by road segmentation before road inferencing. Sun et.al. [9] incorporated the rendered GPS data as a new input of DCNN to help with aerial imagery for road extraction. However, this method just used one GPS trajectory feature and did not fully mine the features contained in trajectory. It also required a large number of remote sensing images for training.
D. ROAD CENTERLINES AND INTERSECTIONS RECOGNITION
Recognition of road centerlines and intersections is usually post-processing to build final road map. Road centerlines recognition algorithms can be grouped to three types, including mathematical morphology based algorithm [33] , regression based algorithm [34] and non-maximum suppression based algorithm [35] . However, their performance depends on road area results. Intersections connect different roadways which are also essential for generating routable road map. The previous studies provided multiple methods for road intersection detection, which can be divided into two categories. One category is detecting road intersections directly by analyzing geometric characteristics and spatial relationship in data source [36] , [37] . The other category detects roadways first, and then intersections are recognized as the location where roadways meet [34] , [35] .
To overcome the disadvantage of using single data source, we propose a new road extraction method by employ both taxi GPS trajectory data and RS image data. Moreover, the convolutional kernel of U-Net is refined by incorporating the structure characters of road are introduced to achieve smooth, equal-width road area with good connectivity, which can be easily used for road centerlines extraction. The final road map consists both links and intersections, different from some previous research which has only links in their outputs of road area.
(1) A DCNN-based method is proposed to extract urban road network, which integrates trajectory and RS image. It not only provides the road link, but also gives the road intersection. Therefore, our work has laid a foundation for the construction of navigable road network.
(2) The proposed method makes full use of the complementarity of trajectory and RS image in road extraction. For the former, both static information and dynamic features are utilized to calculate road features from trajectory. For the latter, the transfer learning technology is introduced to obtain road feature maps with an advanced image learning network.
(3) Considering the importance of data set size for deep learning technology, a vector rasterization technology is employed to design a computational strategy for efficient production of road dataset. This strategy can automatically generate large-scale road truth maps with any given resolution.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 systematically introduces the framework of the paper. Section 3 to 5 are the methodological parts, which outline the procedures of the road map generation method. The study material and experimental results are reported in Section 6, and finally, the conclusion and the direction of future work are presented in Section 7.
II. FRAMEWORK
A method for building road map using crowdsourcing trajectory and RS image based on DCNN is shown in Fig.2 . In order to make full use of multisource data in road map generation, road feature extraction methods are designed for trajectory and RS image separately to capture road feature images, and refined U-Net is developed to segment road centerline potation area from road feature images. Post-processing is designed to obtain final road map with intersections and links. The approach mainly includes three steps:
(1) Road feature extraction. Road features are efficiently captured from multisource spatiotemporal data. Specifically, feature graphs with trajectory density and speed are obtained from taxi GPS trajectory data through certain computation models, and the feature maps representing road information are captured from RS image through pre-trained deep learning network. In addition, a large-scale road datasets acquisition approach based on the idea of vector rasterization is proposed, to significantly reduce the time and labor costs of creating dataset for training a DCNN.
(2) Road image learning. Road centerline potential area prediction are created from all the road features using proposed segmentation-based network, which utilizes rectangle kernels instead of square kernels based on U-Net. The adoption of rectangle kernels helps reduce gaps and improve continuity of road prediction, which is more aligned with road shape. Two fusion strategies including input-based and output-based are compared during training the network to achieve higher prediction accuracy.
(3) Road map building. Road intersection and link, are detected through a multistep post-processing technique. First, morphology processing is used to extract road centerlines, followed by the connectivity analysis to detect road intersections and using sliding-window to find links based on road centerline and intersection. Finally, the road maps conducive to navigation are generated by vector transformation.
In addition, a large-scale road ground truth images acquisition approach based on the idea of vector rasterization is proposed, to significantly reduce the time and labor costs of creating dataset for training a DCNN.
III. ROAD FEATURE EXTRACTION
Road information contained in GPS trajectory data and RS image are extracted to construct road feature images. These road feature images are in the form of gray image with same resolution, which are used to train a DCNN for road area extraction.
A. ROAD FEATURE EXTRACTION FROM TAXI GPS TRAJECTORY
Trajectory data reveal not only the geometry of the network, but also contain the law of vehicle movement, which can also indicate the road information. Considering the complexity of urban road network and the density disparity of GPS VOLUME 7, 2019 points, it is difficult to extract road efficiently by utilizing single feature. Multiple features need to be incorporated to reflect the road information from various aspects. Therefore, the static features reflecting road geometry and the dynamic data representing movement pattern of the road from GPS trajectory, are integrated to construct trajectory-based road feature graphs (T-RF).
In the aspect of the static feature, the original grid graph is adopted, in which a grid is regarded as road element if there is at least 1 trajectory point in it. Furthermore, density graph is created because density can estimate the confidence of a pixel being part of a road. However, density cannot be used directly because the trajectory density distribution is uneven. A density computation model is designed to eliminate the influence of uneven density and to highlight the density change between road and non-road parts, in which the initial density of each grid is calculated first, and then the standard deviation of density in the 3-by-3 neighborhood is computed. The dynamic feature, i.e. speed, is integrated to trajectory feature graph construction, because the movement pattern of road pixel is similar to its surrounding pixels, especially for the inner road segments near the road centerline. The speed graph is obtained through calculating the average speed of each pixel and then the standard deviation of each pixel within its eight-neighborhood.
Employing different features might lead to dimension inconsistency problems. To reduce this effect, Min Max Scaler (MMS) [38] is used to scale the density and speed feature into the range of [0,1], followed by a multiplication by 255 to get final gray-scale feature graphs. The MMS is defined as follows.
where p is the pixel value; N8(p) is the 8-neighborhood pixels of p; p scaler is the p value after scaling. The calculation range is limited to 8 neighborhoods rather than global so as to reduce the influence of uneven distribution of trajectory points and different driving modes. Here, the density computation model is taken as an example to display the specific steps ( Fig.3) .
Although the T-RF has been constructed, there are still gaps and noises due to the defects of taxi GPS trajectory data. To deal with this problem, a three-by-three shape filter is applied to improve the confidence of feature value by considering its neighboring effect. Specifically, the pixel category is reversed if the number of counts that is opposite category of each pixel in its 8-neighborhood is more than a threshold, in other words, road pixel reverses to non-road pixel with zero value and non-road pixel reverses to road pixel with the average value of its neighboring pixels, otherwise not changed. As trajectory data is sparse, threshold 4 is selected to remove noise and keep as many paths as possible.
B. ROAD FEATURE EXTRACTION FROM RS IMAGE
RS image is also an attractive data source for building road maps because it produces abundant and continuous observations of the surface [39] . Numerous efforts have been made to extract road from RS image. Among the enormous researches, Zhou et al. [21] proposed D-LinkNet, which presents outstanding performance in road extraction from remote sensing image because of its LinkNet architecture and dilated convolution layers, and it won the first prize at DeepGlobe Road Extraction Challenge at CVPR2018 (http://deepglobe.org/challenge.html).
The remote sensing images are color-scale images with complex background [40] . However, the trajectory feature graphs are gray-scale images with road and non-road information. These two data sources have different formats and amount of information, which may lower the road extraction accuracy caused by these imbalances. In view of this, the road information in RS image is extracted first to facilitate the fusion of these two types of data. Here, D-LinkNet is selected to extract road feature from remote sensing image. However, the labeled data of study regions are not sufficient enough to train a model. Inspired by the transfer learning, which can improve network performance with limited training data [41] , the trained D-LinkNet34 (https://github.com/zlkanata/DeepGlobe-Road-Extraction-Challenge) is used to extract the RS image based road feature map (RS-RF), which is the output before the last sigmoid layer. That is to say, the output layer of the D-LinkNet is removed and the remaining network is regarded as a road feature extractor to provide RS-RF. The remaining network is shown in Fig.4 .
Through transfer learning, the road feature maps of the three research areas based on RS images are prepared ( Fig.5 ).
IV. ROAD IMAGE LEARNING
When the T-RF and RS-RF are prepared, a road image learning method based on DCNN is proposed to extract road area through input-based and output-based training method. In this paper, the definition of road area refers to road centerline potential region used to extract more accurate road centerline, which is not same as real road shape. The inputs of the model include feature graphs from trajectory and feature map from RS-image and the output of the training model is the two-category classification maps, i.e., the ''road'' and ''nonroad'' parts.
The proposed model is designed based on U-Net, which has shown good performance in semantic segmentation and is famous for several advantages. First, there is no full connection layer in the network, which can realize image segmentation of any given size. Second, symmetrical connected architecture including down-sampling and up-sampling achieves good performance on very different segmentation applications. In the up-sampling process, the lost boundary information is compensated by concatenating the features of the corresponding down-sampling layer. Most importantly, the U-Net only needs very few annotated images to train the model due to data augmentation. Encouraged by the advances of U-Net, we consider the natural feature of road and the complexity of image background to design a refined U-Net to extract road.
Compared with U-Net, the proposed network modifies two parts, including network architecture and convolutional stage. In the architecture, the first two convolutional stages and last convolutional stage are abandoned in both down-sampling and up-sampling because the background of the training sample is not complex and the resolution of input images are as large as 1.5 meter per pixel. Four convolutional stages and a center stage are kept. The architecture of proposed network is shown in Fig.6 .
The second modification is the convolutional stage. It is necessary to take road geometry shapes into consideration when designing the convolutional stage because roads have long and thin structure inherently. Therefore, rectangle convolution kernel is utilized instead of square convolution kernel in the proposed network. In particular, three different convolution operations with kernel sizes of 1×1, 1×5 and 5×1 are applied to improve the performance of convolutional stage and make it more suitable for road extraction. The 1×1 convolution is designed to be multiplied pixel-wise by the feature information extracted from its local stage. The 1×5, 5×1 convolution kernels are designed to incorporate context information from horizontal and vertical neighbors. The batch normalization layer [42] is added before the nonlinear units Relu to avoid the overfitting.
Two fusion methods are designed based on the road feature images from two data sources, including the input-based and output-based fusion method. The input-based fusion method concatenates the road feature images from T-RF and RS-RF directly and then trains the images to obtain the road segment results (Fig.7a) . The output-based fusion method trains T-RF and RS-RF separately using RUNET and then fuses the output of two models according to certain weight assignment (Fig.7b ). The two fusion strategies are both examined in this study to see which one is more sufficient for road extraction. 
V. ROAD MAP BUILDING
According to the above work, we obtained the road centerline potential area. The ultimate goal of this paper is to establish a vector road map consisting of intersections and links, which can not only describe the road geometry but also contain road topology information. Therefore, we first extract road centerline from RUNET output. Then the links are obtained by breaking road centerline image using intersections. Finally, the vector road map is generated by vector transformation and Douglas-Puecker algorithm.
A. ROAD CENTERLINE EXTRACTION
Morphology thinning is commonly used in extracting road centerlines from road area [33] . It is fast and easy to perform, especially suitable for extracting road centerlines in road areas with regular boundaries [40] . However, there are some discontinuous roads in initial road area results, because some road segments are not extracted either by trajectory or RS. The main reasons causing this phenomenon include the sparse trajectory points and the shielded roads by trees or buildings in RS-image. The false road segments also exist in road area results, mainly introduced by RS-RF.
To reduce burrs and improve the topology of extracted road centerline, two refinements are applied before using morphology thinning method [43] . First, closing operation with square structural element is used to fill in road holes (Fig.8 ). The usage of square structural element is to ensure that the road boundary is regular, especially in the intersection area. This step will help extract continuous and smooth road centerline. Second, an area threshold filter is designed to remove isolated regions and a scalable area threshold filter is developed to restore the wrongly filled road. The opening operator is not used, because opening operator would destroy the existing connectivity distinctly. After these steps, the morphological thinning is used to extract the one-pixel-width road centerline.
B. ROAD MAP GENERATION
Intersections and links are important elements in the construction of road map. Direct vectorization of the road centerline will affect the original location information of the intersection and the link. Therefore, we propose a method to detect intersections and links based on one-pixel-width road centerline at first, and then perform vectorization. By this way, the accuracy of road geometric position and topology in the road map can be guaranteed. First, the intersections are detected. Visually, the intersections connected with more than two surrounding pixels in the single-pixel road centerline (Fig.9a) , as shown in the star grid of Fig.9b . Based on this objective fact, we define connectivity as the number of road pixels in the its 8-neighborhood. In the centerline image, the pixels with connectivity greater than two are judged as intersections. This algorithm may have some failure cases when there are many spurs in the centerline. After obtaining the intersections, the links are acquired by breaking the road centerline at intersections. The links are shown in Fig.9b using consecutive pixels with same color between two star grids or between one star grid and one endpoint. In detail, a scrolling window is utilized to retrieve and record the link pixel, starting with a certain intersection pixel. When another intersection is found by the scrolling window or there is no pixel in the scrolling direction, it indicates that one link detection is finished.
To associate intersections with the link between them, the intersection-link model is defined as equation (2).
Here, p k (0<k≤n) represents the pixels of link between I k and I j, which are two adjacent road intersections or one adjacent intersection and one endpoint.
After the aforementioned process, vectorization is applied to links and intersection, and Douglas-Puecker algorithm [44] is adopted to simplify each link with 3-meter threshold to generate final road map. The basic principle of Douglas-Puecker algorithm can be illustrated as follows. Given a polyline defined as equation (3).
where n is the number of vertices and Vi is the ith vertex with coordinate (xi, yi). Douglas-Puecker algorithm selects the vertex that has the greatest perpendicular distance from the vertex to line as the intervening point. If the distance is less than the preset tolerance, all the vertices are discarded except the start and end vertices. If the distance goes beyond the value of tolerance, the line is divided into two segments and the same process is recursively repeated until the tolerance criterion is satisfied. The perpendicular distance D i from any vertex V i (x i , y i ) to the straight line starting with V m (x m , y m ) and V n (x n , y n ) can be calculated by equation (4).
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method for road map building, the crucial steps are examined using experiments. The network is also compared with other state-of-theart segment networks.
A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA 1) DATA SOURCE DESCRIPTIONS
The taxi GPS trajectory data and RS-images of three typical urban regions in Wuhan, China (Fig.10 ) were tested to generate road network. Three study areas, named as HongShan, GuangGu and NanHu, cover a total of about 33 square kilometers and contain different road objects including viaduct, trunk road, sub truck road and general road. Figure 10 shows an overview of study areas. The data of these three areas are split into two subsets: one training set including two regions, marked with a blue border, and one validation set based on the rest one region, marked with a red border. In this study, the GPS trajectory data were collected from about 2000 taxis in Wuhan from 29 May 2014 to 7 June 2014. There are a total of 10115 GPS traces in the data sets and the average sampling interval is 40 seconds. Moreover, each GPS trace is a certain taxi driving route for one day and contains several records, with each record including six main fields: TargetID, UTCTime, longitude, latitude, speed and heading. The example of records is displayed in Table 1 .
The remote sensing images covering the three study areas were collected from Google Earth (https://earth.google.com/ web). The resolution of remote sensing images is adjusted to be consistent with trajectory feature graph. 
2) DATASET AUTOMATIC GENERATION
Data sets is crucial for DCNN training. In this paper, we proposed a strategy ( Figure 11 ) for large scale image data set generation in a fast and automatic way by use of WMS through GeoServer (http://geoserver.org/). Apart from the generation of the labeled image of road feature, this strategy is also suitable for the production of other geographic features.
The first row of the frame indicates the process of ground-truth image construction, including annotation, publishment, style setting and slices acquirement. Annotation is first obtained based on the portions of OpenStreetMap (OSM) (https://www.openstreetmap.org) and is then manually modified based on RS-images. When the vector layer of the ground truth is completed, the layers will be published in the certain workspace. Style setting is mainly used for parameter configuration during ground truth rasterization. Here, all the roads are set as the same line width because the ultimate goal is to extract road centerlines and their locations are not affected by real road width. The width is set as 5 pixels, which is consistent with the narrowest urban road width, to obtain regular road shape. The line width can be regarded as the potential areas of road centerlines.
The second row of the frame shows the process of data pairs generation. It can be divided into two parts. The first part denotes that the road feature images of trajectory data and remote sensing data are clipped by a 512×512 slidingwindow with overlapping, and the ranked number of slice can be obtained. The latitude and longitude of the slice can be calculated based on ranked number of slice and image resolution. The second part is the acquirement of corresponding ground truth image slice. Based on the latitude and longitude ranges, the name of the vector layer and the element style, the ground-truth image corresponding to the clipping area can be download from GeoServer through WMS service. 
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Preprocessing is a conventional step to clean data and remove noises. Before the construction of trajectory feature graphs, the stagnation points are removed in dynamic feature calculation, but kept in static feature calculation to reflect the road shape. In addition, the trajectory points with a speed greater than 100 km/h are cleaned out [45] . Here the validation set NanHu region is taken as an example to show the experimental results of road map construction using proposed network. The preprocessed trajectory points are shown in Figure 11a . As we can see, there are still messy noises in it, although these trajectory points can reveal road information in some degree. It is necessary to further extract road features from trajectory points. Therefore, we design different computation models to create trajectory feature maps, which can reflect road information from static and dynamic perspectives (Fig.12b) . Then, RS-images are dealt with in the next step. The resolution of the remote sensing image is adjusted to 1.5 meter per grid by resampling to match with the resolution of trajectory feature graph (Fig.12c ). The last feature map of D-LinkNet is extracted as one of the fusion data sources, based on transfer learning (Fig.12d ). Based on road images captured from trajectory and RS-image, the road area results are generated from the proposed RUNET (Fig.12e) . The single-pixel-width road centerline (Fig.12f) is produced based on road area result (Fig.12e) ; and the intersection image (Fig.12g ) are then generated by the centerline (Fig.12f) . Finally, the road links obtained by using intersections and centerlines are vectorized together with road intersections to construct the final road map (Fig.12h) . The construction of the road map is conducive to navigation. In the final result, the main roads are generated and all the intersections in the area are detected through the proposed road map building method, but several false intersections are introduced because the road centerline is not completely smooth and small burrs still exist.
C. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
All the experiments were implemented in Python programming language based on PyTorch [46] deep learning framework. All the models were trained on 2 NVIDIA GeForce GTX1080 Ti GPUs.
To evaluate road centerline results, three commonly used metrics, including completeness (COM), correctness (COR) and quality (Q) [47] are selected. The three metrics can be computed as follows.
Here, TP, FP and FN represent the count of true positives, false positives and false negatives, respectively. For road centerlines, buffer width matching method [48] , [49] is introduced to calculate these metrics due to the deviation between the labeled road centerline and the real centerline, which means that a given buffer width ρ surrounding the labeled road centerline is incorporated. The buffered road centerline is considered as the reference network of road centerline result. For buffer width ρ, the empirical value of previous research [35] is adopted and set as 2 pixels considering that the ground truth of road area width is 5 pixels.
1) ROAD FEATURE EVALUATION
The validity of road features captured from trajectory data and RS-images is examined based on a series of experiments. Specifically, four experiments were conducted to evaluate the efficiency of road feature graphs of trajectory data. First, each trajectory feature graph was used to train the RUNET. Meanwhile, the whole three feature graphs were also concatenated as inputs to train our network. Then, the road centerlines of each experiment were obtained based on section 5.1. To analyze the effectiveness of road feature image based on RS-image, two experiments were conducted. One experiment takes the raw RS image and trajectory feature graphs as inputs of RUNET, and the other experiment trains RUNET based on RS feature map and trajectory feature graphs. The performances of all the experiments mentioned above are displayed in Table 2 . As we can see, the static features of road (Original grid graph and density graph) perform better than the dynamic feature of road (speed graph). This is likely related to the fact that static feature can effectively represent the location and the shape of the road, while dynamic feature is to distinguish different sections of the road. The feature graphs, which concatenate three features, appear to be more efficient than any single trajectory features. RS image itself is not very capable of extracting road centerlines, which may be a result of different image context between the data in transfer learning and our data. Fusing trajectory and remote sensing image data can reach better accuracy in terms of completeness, correctness and quality than single trajectory or single RS-image. And it seems to be more appropriate to use remote sensing features from transfer learning than the features from original RS image in the process of fusion, as the former has higher COM, COR and Q values than the latter.
2) MULTISOURCE FUSION EVALUATION
To visualize the limitation of feature efficiency from single data source, the extracted road area images from trajectory data (T-RF), RS image and their fusion (RS-RF & T-RF) are demonstrated in Fig.11 . Here, the extracted road area instead of road centerline is used for visual comparison, due to the fact that area is convenient for visual comparison as it has more pixels than centerline. It is seen that the road extraction result of the three images are totally unlike, although they are in the same region. RS road feature can extract some residential road centerlines (Fig.13a ) not recognized by trajectory data (Fig.13b ) because there is no or few trajectory points in these areas. However, the connectivity in the results of RS road feature is not as good as trajectory data, and there are some misrecognized roads by RS road feature. The fusion of trajectory and RS features can partly complement each other (Fig.13c ), resulting in better connectivity than RS feature and more recognized roads than trajectory features.
Four local regions of NanHu zone are selected to visualize more detail of the road extraction results (Fig.14) . The first row indicates the supplement of remote sensing image to trajectory data. The second and last rows show the supplement of trajectory data to RS image. 
3) REFINED UNET (RUNET) EVALUATION
Several experiments are conducted to investigate whether the modified kernels and layers in RUNET can improve the performance of road extraction versus UNet. It is seen that reducing the number of layers has slight improvements than UNet (Table 3 ). Modifying the kernel does not bring improvements over UNet. However, there are significant improvements when using the modified number of layers and modified convolutional kernels compared with UNet, modified number of layers and modified kernels. This is probably because that fewer layers may reduce the degree of overfitting when training uncomplicated images and considering road geometry can add gain when the network layer is suitable.
4) TWO DATA FUSION STRATEGIES COMPARISON
Two methods are proposed for data training in Section 4. Here, they are compared to see which one is more suitable for road extraction. It can be found that the input-based training method is more effective than output-based training method (Table 4 ). So in the paper, the input-based training method was adopted in all the training experiments. The input-based training method has fewer trivial segments (Fig.15 ) than the output-based method because the former fuses the features in the process of training while the latter is much like a postprocessing process. The output-based training method needs a weighting scheme between trajectory and RS feature. Equally-weighted average used in this paper is relatively a good choice after comparing with different weights assignment.
5) COMPARISON OF ROAD MAP BUILDING
To test the performance road map building, the proposed approach, is compared with three state-of-the-art road area extraction networks, including LinkNet, D-LinkNet and UNet. All the experiments adopted the same postprocessing to obtain the final road map. All the results are displayed by comparing the generated road maps with the OSM map in Fig.16 .
Among the four networks, Unet extracts fewer road links and intersections than the other three models. D-linkNet, LinkNet and RUNET have similar performance but vary in local areas. RUNET has advantages in details as it can avoid some breaks in the extracted road centerlines around intersections (red box), and can reduce some missings and misrecognized intersections (dark blue box) extracted by D-linkNet and LinkNet.
The quantitative performances of the road map extraction results are summarized in Table 5 . As seen from the table, RUNET has a significant improvement in the COR and Q values. Although the COM value of D-LinkNet is the highest among the four networks, it is just 0.9% higher than RUNET. In summary, Q term is an overall measurement and the Q value in RUNET is 1.6% higher than the second best method, which demonstrates the validity of our approach in road map building. 
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, we propose a method to build road map from crowdsourcing taxi trajectory data and RS image data by RUNET. It proceeds in three steps: road feature extraction, road image learning and road map building. First, the road feature extraction provides a novel method to integrate trajectories with RS image for road extraction. Second, the RUNET is developed to consider the road geometry, which can extract continues road, especially around intersections, and higher accuracy road area prediction is obtained by comparing two fusion strategies. Third, vector road maps consisting of links and intersections are built by post-processing, which facilitate navigation. In addition, a strategy of large-scale road labeled image generation is proposed to save the time and manpower. In our experiences, combining trajectories and RS image seem more promising to generate road maps than using trajectory or RS image alone. After fusion, some problems can be substantially reduced over that using single trajectory or remote sensing data, such as road breaks. These results provide experimental evidence that trajectory data and remote sensing image can be combined to complement each other to enhance the performance of road network building. Moreover, compared with other state-of-the-art segment networks, the proposed network achieves the highest correctness and quality.
The current method has the limitation that small roads in residential areas cannot be clearly extracted. Future work may focus on this direction by incorporating positioning systems in wearable devices such as smartphones. On the other hand, detailed road information like road direction, lanes and traffic rules are not realized within the proposed method, which are indispensable elements for navigable road network. These elements remain to be incorporated in the next step. Furthermore, a small area containing different road types and land cover elements are selected to demonstrate the validity of the developed method, which is planned to be examined in a larger urban area with complex road networks. HUAYI WU is currently a Vice Minister of the State Key Laboratory of Information Engineering in Survey, Mapping and Remote Sensing, Wuhan University. He is the author of four books, more than 100 articles, and six inventions. His major research interests include distributed and high performance geographic information computing, spatiotemporal big data association analysis, and knowledge mining. Dr. Wu is also the Chairman of Theory and Method Working Committee of China Association for Geographic Information Society.
